
Renewable district energy: cities' first step towards decarbonisation  
 
As sustainable energy moves up the political agenda, low carbon solutions for 
heating and cooling are coming to the fore. District heating in Dresden is 
turning greener thanks to the Innovation Power Plant Reick  
 

 
 
Decarbonization and efficiency of the energy production process is by far the most 
important step towards compliance with the Paris Agreement. Thus, in order to fulfil the 
EU’s climate and energy goals, the heating and cooling sector must sharply reduce its 
energy consumption and cut its fossil fuels usage. According to Eurostat’s 2018 figures, 
75% of the heating and cooling systems in Europe are still generated from fossil fuels 
while only 19% are generated from renewable energy. Moreover, half of the EU’s energy 
consumption are spent on the heating and cooling systems in buildings and industries with 
79% of it dedicated to heating and hot water usage in households as reported by the 
EC.  These numbers exhibit the crucial role of district energy in smart cities. In the form of 
district heating and cooling networks (DHC), these infrastructures decarbonise and 
generate new business opportunities and economic growth for the local communities. 
  
With half of the cities' energy consumption dedicated to heating and cooling usage, smart 
cities, like MAtchUP lighthouse city of Dresden, are increasingly turning their attention 
towards modern district energy as a low carbon solution: "District heating plays an 
important role in Dresden. Our project investigates how renewable energies will be 
integrated into our energy network ". This is how Mr. Alexander Haidan, MAtchUP Project 
Leader at DREWAG, opens the second episode of the DREWAG video series.  
  
This episode focuses on the district heating taking place in the Saxon capital and 
shows how smart data can protect the climate. As reported in the article “Big boilers from 
Reick” written by Peter Hilbert, Reick innovation power plant stands as Dresden’s main 
example of efficient district heating. In 2018, this heat storage system was extended by 20 
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containers and is now the main heating source of the city. But how can these storage 
tanks protect the climate? 
  
"This facility is connected directly to the Dresden’s central district heating network thus 
creating a link between heat consumption and heat generation. This gives us the 
opportunity to optimally operate our plants,” explains Mr. Dautert, DREWAG Project 
Manager for energy services. “This means using less fuel and thus, also saving CO2 
emissions". In fact, DHC systems have several advantages that permit the creation of 
cost-effective solutions to be developed urban areas, and thus minimise carbon emission: 
these infrastructures permit the re-usage waste heat and to increase the penetration of 
renewable energy source in urban environments. 
  
Data will be measured accordingly in order to manage smoothly the power plant’s heat 
production. Ms. Luise Umbreit, an energy and heating technician for the Technical 
University of Dresden shows us how they measure the data in the video. "In addition to the 
general operating measurement, a complete heat storage has been equipped with fibre 
optic temperature measurement. This technology will tell us the temperature profile along 
the thermal energy storage, temporally and locally,” says Ms. Umbreit. “These 
measurement setups were originally made at the TU Dresden and were developed for 
atmospheric hot water tanks. Right now, we have already developed detailed evaluation 
algorithms". 
  
Smart data are key in providing insights that allow the optimal management of district 
heating network systems and the implementation of low temperature district heating 
solutions. These results will be investigated profoundly under the framework of MAtchUP 
and will be used to optimize thermal energy storage management and increase in 
efficiency in the overall system thereby ensuring the security of the heat supply of large 
cities in the future as well. 
 


